


- 5th September 2021 

"They inspire you, they entertain you, and you end up learning a ton even when you 

don't know it." - Nicholas Sparks 

In our young and impressionable years, our teachers play a very important role. They 

have been our role models, our inspiration, and parent-figures outside our home who 

have taught us lessons about life. To honour and celebrate their beloved teachers on 

this special occasion, our students of Grade X felicitated all their teachers online and 

entertained all the facilitators. The fun packed and beautifully designed program kept 

all the facilitators glued to the screen. The introduction and the speech touched the 

hearts of the teachers. Many of the facilitators got emotional due to the expressions of 

the children. Our Principal Smt. Mamatha Raviprakash appreciated the students for all 

their efforts and the values which they brought out.  

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 



 

 

 

 

 



– 8th September 2021   

 

 

 



 

 

 

 



 

 

   

 

 

 



– 8th September 2021  

 



 



 



 



 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 



 – 8th September 2021    

Ganesha Chaturthi festival is celebrated to mark the birth of Lord Ganesha, the God of 

wisdom and prosperity. It is celebrated every year on Chaturthi Tithi of Shukla Paksha 

in the month of Bhadrapada. Children dressed up in traditional attire, participated in 

activities and sang bhajans. 

Facilitator and children of PP1 made beautiful Ganesha using Chapathi dough. Children 

enjoyed singing “Ganapati Bappa Morya”. A message on celebrating Ganesha 

Chaturthi in an eco-friendly way was conveyed to our cutie pies. 

’Ganesha mask making’ activity was conducted for the children of PP2. They enjoyed 

and watched with enthusiasm, made the same and wore it.  

Facilitators of PP3 enacted the story of Lord Ganesha and the Moon. Children thoroughly 

enjoyed watching the story. Facilitators also conveyed that we must never laugh at 

others. Children used betal leaves to make the portrait of Ganesha. Children presented 

their work with great pride to the facilitators.



 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 



 

Date: 21st September 2021 

Std IX  

Activity- Peace Symbol  

Each year the International Day of Peace is observed around the world on 21st 

September. In 2021, as we heal from the COVID-19 pandemic, we were inspired to think 

creatively and collectively about how we helped everyone recover better, how to build 

resilience, and how to transform our world into one that is more equal, more just, 

equitable, inclusive, sustainable, and healthier. Students also engaged in the discussion 

of “The Idea of Peace” and introspected on different ways for sustaining peace and 

harmony among different communities. They sketched their own symbols that they 

associate with peace. Let us celebrate peace by standing up against acts of hate online 

and offline, and by spreading compassion, kindness, and hope in the face of the 

pandemic as we recover. 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 



Pratyusha Kini of Std III has won second prize for Shloka Recitation competition in the 

talent and cultural fest conducted by the Art of Living – Peenya on the occasion of 

Gurupoornima.  

Congratulations and Best Wishes – Team SSRVM Bangalore North 

SSRVM BN proudly shares the achievement of Maanya Bhat of Std VI. She has won I prize 

in Devaranama competition conducted by Art of Living Peenya. She has also received II 

prize in Bhagavad Geetha competition conducted by Sandipini Gurukul. 

Congratulations and Best wishes – Team SSRVM Bangalore North 



 

Sri Sri Ravishankar Vidya Mandir, Bangalore North proudly shares the exceptional 

performance of our students in SOF (Science Olympiad Foundation). 

Medals Tally: 

Zonal Toppers 

Name of the student Class Zonal Excellence SOF Olympiad 2020 - 21 

Yadhunandan Hegde Std X Zonal Gold Medal, Certificate of 

Zonal Excellence and Gift 

certificate of R. 1000/- 

SOF - International English 

Olympiad 

Aniruddha Prabhu K Std III Zonal Silver Medal, Certificate 

of Zonal Excellence and Gift 

certificate of R. 1000/- 

SOF – International 

Mathematics Olympiad 

Bhargav Bhat Std IV Zonal Bronze Medal, Certificate 

of Zonal Excellence and Gift 

certificate of R. 1000/- 

SOF – National Science 

Olympiad 

Medal of Distinction – SOF – International General Knowledge Olympiad (2020 -21) 

Name of the student Class Medal of Distinction 

Raja Pradyumna M P Std VIII Gold Medal and Certificate of Distinction 

Shreyas S Std IX Gold Medal and Certificate of Distinction 

Medal of Distinction – SOF – International English Olympiad (2020 -21) 

Name of the student Class Medal of Distinction 

Ruhi Sadashiv Std VII Gold Medal,certificate of Distinction and Gift certificate of Rs. 

500/- 

Samyukta Murthy Std VIII Gold Medal and certificate of Distinction 

Raja Pradyumna M P Std VIII Gold Medal and certificate of Distinction 

Chinmayi Dutta Std IX Gold Medal and certificate of Distinction 

Medal of Distinction – SOF – National Science Olympiad (2020 -21) 

Name of the student Class Medal of Distinction 

Ashwij Kedlaya Std III Gold Medal and certificate of Distinction 

Aniruddha Prabhu K Std III Gold Medal and certificate of Distinction 

Ankur Kashyap Std VI Gold Medal and certificate of Distinction 

Medal of Distinction – SOF – International Mathematics Olympiad (2020 -21) 

Name of the student Class Medal of Distinction 

Ekantika Gupta Std IV Gold Medal and certificate of Distinction 

Ankur Kashyap Std VI Gold Medal and certificate of Distinction 

Namith Rao Std VI Gold Medal and certificate of Distinction 

And we also congratulate the 62 students for their commendable performance, who have 

received the Gold Medal of Excellence in the SOF Olympiad Exams. 

May the blessings and grace of Gurudev Sri Sri Ravishankarji be always there for all the 

students. 

Congratulations and Best Wishes – Team SSRVM Bangalore North 



 



 
 

Tejas Gupta of Std XII participated in the National level Event for Empowered 

Youth – Empowered India and has received a certificate for the same. 

Congratulations and Best wishes – Team SSRVM Bangalore North 

 



Sri Sri Ravishankar Vidya Mandir, Bangalore North is very proud of the achievements of 

Aadhya V Murgod studying in Std VI. She had participated in "PRATIBHA - 2021", an 

Online Inter-School Literary and Cultural Competition, conducted by "Geetha Govinda 

Samskrita Sangha" in the month of September 2021. She has won the following prizes in 

junior’s category: 

 I Prize - Drawing competition 

 II Prize - Shloka recitation 

 IV Prize - Bhagavad - Gita recitation. 

Congratulations and Best wishes – Team SSRVM Bangalore North 

 

 



SSRVM BN joyously shares the achievement of Aadya R of Std VI who has secured 

3rd place in Bhagavad Gita competition conducted by Sandipini Gurukula. She has 

also received 3rd prize in Drawing and Shloka recitation conducted by Art of 

Living, Peenya. 

Congratulations and Best wishes – Team SSRVM Bangalore North 

 

.  

SSRVM Bangalore North is happy with the achievement of Chiraag Giri of Std III. 

He has received the winner certificate in Fancy dress competition conducted by 

ISCKON Gurugram. He has received an e certificate, book and Radha Krishna doll 

for the same.  

Congratulations and best wishes- Team SSRVM Bangalore North 

  

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Sri Sri Ravishankar Vidya Mandir, Bangalore 

North has always encouraged students to uphold 

values and ethics. We are proud to share that 

Shishir S Shanbhogue studying in Std IV has 

received II prize in Shlokanjali conducted by 

ISKCON Seshadripuram. 

He has also got a consolation prize in 

Shlokakathanam event (reciting of 

Bhajagovindam) as part of Pratibha-2021 Inter-

School Literary and Cultural Competition 

conducted by Geetha Govinda Samskrita Sangha, 

Vyalikaval. 

Congratulations and Best wishes – Team SSRVM 

Bangalore North 

 

 

 

 

 



- 4th, 7th and 14th September 2021

Topic: Professional development programme for science teachers W35 workshop.  

Resource persons: Smt. Padma Prabhu and Smt. Karima Anjum C. S., Teacher Educators, RSC.  

Moderator: - Smt. Bhakti Dhamdhere, RSC.  

Hosted by: - Royal Society of Chemistry  

DAY-1  

The workshop began with the introduction of Royal Society of Chemistry by Smt. Padma 

Prabhu. The 3-day workshop began with the introduction of the ‘Constructivist Approach’ 

given by Jean Piaget and John Dewey. An activity using ‘NEARPOD’ software was conducted 

to introduce the concept of Constructivism to the teachers. The RCS advocates the approach to 

learning as to ‘Hands on’ ‘Mind on’ technique in which the learner is an active participant. 

Various strategies to be used in the classroom were introduced to the teachers during the 

workshop.  

DAY-2 – ‘Developing ALT (Approach to learning) in Science’  

The teachers were introduced to various games through a concept called ‘Developing ALT 

(Approach to learning) in Science’. They were introduced to different types of games which 

bring active learning in students.  

DAY-3 – ‘Taking ALT a little further in science’  

The teachers were introduced to the different experiments that could be conducted without 

the need to be in a laboratory.  

Overall, the three days’ workshop was very interesting and exciting as teachers got a real 

chance to try the hands-on activities using free to use software which could be used in the 

classrooms daily (having a utility for both offline and online teaching). 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

13th and 14th September 2021

Junior Chamber International (JCI) India held an orientation session to the 

students of Std VIII and IX of SSRVM BN. The session was held by Smt. 

Anuradha Jeyachander and Mr. C J Jeyachander of JCI Bangalore and mainly 

focused on helping the students in understanding the further path in their life. 

The students were made to realize the importance of having a clear goal in life. 

They were later advised to keep a journal where they can write about the 

things that made them happy, the events that made them sad and about how 

the sad moment can be converted into a happier one. Tips were given to set a 

better goal by focusing on their strengths and engaging in physical activities. 

A mentor can always help in keeping high spirits and confidence.  

 

 

 



Origami by Nishanth - Std IX 

 



Date: 3rd September 2021 

Topic: Colour Red 

Children of PP1 celebrated "The Day of Ready Red". All the little champs along with the 

facilitators were dressed in red attire. The class was decorated with red coloured objects like 

apples, strawberries, roses etc. Children were amused and happy to make a red flower using 

paper cutouts and they were eager to show the red coloured objects that they found around 

them. It was a fun filled day for the tiny tots. 

 
 



 

 



Topic: Colour Green  

‘Let’s Go Green together’ 

Our tiny tots of PP1 dressed beautifully for the day “Go Green”. Children enjoyed the 

virtual ‘Nature Walk’ looking at different plants and trees. They explored shades of 

Green through various activities conducted by the facilitators like colour mixing (blue 

and yellow to get colour green), mixing light and dark green paint in water, display of  

various vegetables like capsicum, beans , lady's finger, ridge gourd , bottle gourd, 

drum stick, leafy vegetables, betel leaves  and fruits like guava , papaya , sweet lime, 

grapes and goose berries . It was an interactive session, children showed different 

green coloured objects (fruits, vegetables, toys) and spoke about them. They had lots 

of fun making a bunch of grapes using Green craft paper. Values on planting more 

trees, saving nature and our Earth were conveyed. 

 

 



 

Date: 8th September 2021 

Topic: Fruits 

“Health is Wealth” 

Facilitators of PP2 introduced the fruits concept through a story with the aid of puppets. 

Children enjoyed the story and learnt different names of the fruits and its importance. To give 

hands on experience, children were asked to keep cut fruits ready for the ‘Fruit Salad’ activity. 

Facilitators gave instructions and children along with facilitators also mixed cut fruits and made 

“Fruit Salad”.  The activity was enjoyed by all. An exciting game for fruits “Who Am I” was 

conducted wherein facilitators gave clues to guess a particular fruit. This game helped the 

children to know more intricate information about fruits such as the colour, seeds, texture and 

many more. Children also learnt about seasonal fruits, rare fruits and also that the skin or peel 

of the fruits can be used as manure for plants. They were told that fruits have to be washed 

before eating. 

 
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Date: 3rd September 2021 

Topic: Living beings and Non- Living things 

To bring out the concept of ‘Living beings and Non-Living things’, 

facilitators enacted a story which was enjoyed by children. It conveyed 

all the key aspects related to living beings such as growth, eat, move, 

feel and breathe. 

For a better understanding, real plants, pictures of a girl, boy, animals 

and a bird were shown for living beings and for non- living things 

objects like ball, toy, table etc. were shown and compared with each 

other. Activities like collage of childhood pictures for growth, cut outs 

from old magazine or newspaper for living and non -living things were 

shown. Children also drew pictures related to it.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Date: 20th September 2021    

Topic: Vegetables 

The concept of vegetables was introduced through an interesting game. Children 

were shown vegetables which were grown in our school garden which made them 

very happy. 

Facilitators stressed on the importance of eating all the vegetables. Information was 

also told about how vegetable peel or skin can be used as manure for the plants 

and also how we can create a piece of art from it. An activity ‘Vegetable Printing' 

was shown using Bitter Gourd, Lady's Finger and Beans which  looked like 

a  'Vegetable Garden'. They conducted various activities which boosted the 

children to eat more vegetables. 

 



Date: 27th September 2021    

Topic: Animals 

The facilitators of PP2 introduced the concept of animals to the children through different 

games, stories and activities. The concept of wild animals was introduced through games like 

‘Let’s listen’ and ‘Hidden Animals’ in which different sounds of animals were played and 

children guessed the animal. Listening and observation skills were improved through this 

activity.  

The concept of domestic animals was introduced through a rhyme 'Old McDonald'. Facilitators 

weaved a story wherein the essence of love and attachment between animals and human 

beings was brought forth. 

Many activities were conducted to help children differentiate between wild, domestic and pet 

animals. These activities helped in strengthening their fine motor skills and eye-hand 

coordination. Children exhibited the activities through collage of animals, stick animal 

puppets and stuffed toy animals. Facilitators showed the stories for each concept of animals 

introduced.  

 

 
 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Topic: Flowers 

Flower concept was introduced to the children of PP3 through the 

conversation between facilitators. They showed many varieties of 

flowers like rose, jasmine, lotus, chrysanthemums, etc. Facilitators 

showed a bouquet with different flowers and the children were 

eager to know about them. To boost creativity and to have hands on 

learning, children did Origami activity of a tulip flower. 

 



 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

To enhance and give wings to the creativity of children, 'My Origami Craft" 

was conducted. Origami is the most exciting of all paper crafts, no scissors, 

no glue and one square paper can be turned into so many things.  After 

creating many objects using origami, the children were filled with joy and 

they exhibited it with pride to their facilitators. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Topic: Sight words 

The concept of Sight words was introduced to the children through a game 

where few objects were displayed on the table and then an audio was played. 

The children were asked to observe and recall the things and it helped them to 

understand the difference between seeing and listening. Facilitator explained 

that some words need not be read using phonic sounds but they can be 

memorized or recognized by sight. Once the sight words were learnt, children 

were encouraged to frame sentences using those words. 

To strengthen the concept a creative activity was done using paper cups. 

Children were happy and proud as they framed the sentence and it read as “I 

am the best”. Children were very excited and enjoyed the activity. 

 



   

Topic: Three letter words  

Reading can be presented as a precious gift to the children 

The facilitator taught PP3 children three letter words using word families.  The 

'ap' and 'am' word family was introduced to the children in the form of a riddle 

and showing them the things like jam, cap, yam, etc. Children could associate 

the word with the things. An activity with paper cups was done where children 

had to find out the correct letter by rotating the cups to make 'ap 'or 'am' family 

words. Children thoroughly enjoyed this activity and were able to make many 

new words. 

 
 
 
 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

         
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Concept:  Story Telling 

Stories are the best way to imbibe the moral values in our children. 

Facilitators narrated a variety of moral stories to the children. The 

story of lord Hanuman was narrated. The children learnt that lord 

Hanuman was not only powerful and innocent but he had great 

respect and love for his parents. The Greedy dog story taught them 

that we should always be happy with whatever we have, to be 

grateful and contented.  

Children learnt how important it is to listen to our parents, elders 

and respect them through the story 'Bunny the Rabbit'.  

Art and craft allow the children to expand their essential 

vocabulary. Facilitators also taught craft work related to stories. 

Children enjoyed making the Hanuman mask, a dog using origami 

and a rabbit hand puppet. 
 



 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 



 

Topic: Fun Friday 

Date: 2nd September 2021  

Activity: Talent show 

“Talent is like flower, it needs watering” 

To nurture the intrinsic qualities of students and remove the fear of stage among 

students, ‘TALENTS DAY’ was celebrated. It also helps in personality development. 

School is the best platform for the students to exhibit their hidden potential. It gives 

students an opportunity to showcase their talent and also appreciate the unique talent 

in others. It is an extravaganza of creativity, artistic and cultural talents. The children 

showcased their activities and had fun. 

  

 



 

 

 



Subject: English 

Topic: Action words 

Date: 7th September 2021 

Activity: Action girl/boy activity 
“Trust is earned when actions meet words” 

Action words were introduced to the students through the ‘Dum Charade’ game. 

They also learnt about the five senses and the action words related to them. 

Students were asked to use them in simple sentences for better understanding. 

They were asked to imagine themselves as an action girl/boy, draw a picture and 

write all the actions they could do. These activities helped to improve their 

language skills.  Students actively participated in the class and enjoyed learning. 

 
 

 

 



Subject: Mathematics 

Topic: Shapes and Patterns  

Date: 1st September 2021 

Teaching basic shapes and patterns for primary school children helps them 

to learn how to organise visual information and understand their own 

observations. The students created compound patterns using a combination 

of basic shapes like rangoli, tangram of animals and birds etc. Children 

participated enthusiastically and enjoyed the activity. 
 

 

 

 
 

 



 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 



ತರಗತಿ: ೨ ನೇ  

ವಿಷಯ: ಕನ್ನ ಡ  

ಪಾಠ: ಸಂತೆ  

ದಿನಾಂಕ: 7/9/2021   

ಚಟುವಟಿಕೆ: ಹೂವು ಹಾಗು ತರಕಾರಿ ಚಿತರ  ಬಿಡಿಸಿ ಬಣ್ಣ  ತಾಂಬುವುದು ಮತು  ದಿನ್ಸಿ ಪದಾರ್ಥಗಳನ್ನನ  

ಅಾಂಟಿಸುವುದು.  

೨ ನೇ ತರಗತಿ ವಿದಾಾ ರ್ಥಥಗಳಿಗೆ ೪ ಹೂವುಗಳ ಹಾಗೂ ತರಕಾರಿಗಳ ಚಿತರ  ಬಿಡಿಸಿ ಬಣ್ಣ  ತಾಂಬಿ ಅವುಗಳನ್ನನ  

ಹೆಸರಿಸುವುದು ಮತು  ೪ ದಿನ್ಸಿ ಪದಾರ್ಥಗಳನ್ನನ  ಅಾಂಟಿಸಿ ಅದರ ಹೆಸರಿಸುವ ಗೃಹಕಾಯಥ ಚಟುವಟಿಕೆಯನ್ನನ  

ನೀಡಲಾಗಿತು . ಈ ಚಟುವಟಿಕೆಯ ಉದ್ದ ೀಶ ಕೆಲವು ದಿನ್ಸಿ, ಹೂವು ಮತು  ತರಕಾರಿಗಳ ಹೆಸರನ್ನನ  ತಿಳಿಯುವ ಮತು  

ಮಕಕ ಳಲಿ್ಲ  ಕಲಾತಮ ಕ ಕೌಶಲಾ ವನ್ನನ  ಬೆಳೆಸುವ ಚಟುವಟಿಕೆಯಾಗಿತು . 

 

 



Subject: English 

Topic: Gender 

Date: 6th September 2021 

Activity: Chart making 

“If you can imagine it and visualize it, you can create it” 

An activity to create a chart on gender was assigned. The students selected 5-8 

different nouns and arranged them as per their gender types. They drew pictures 

to make the chart look attractive. The children enjoyed the activity as it helped 

them to represent the information concisely. 

 

 



Subject: English 

Topic: Mind Map on Wind  

Activity: Chart making 

An activity was assigned to the students to create a mind map on wind. The children expressed 

their thoughts and feelings about the various forms of wind. This activity helped them 

understand the different facts and enhanced their creative thinking. The children enjoyed the 

activity as it helped them to represent the information concisely in the form of a mind map. 

 



Subject: Mathematics  

Topic: Division  

Date: 6th September 2021 

Activity: Division as repeated subtraction and equal distribution by using bindis/beads/pebbles 

etc. 

An activity was conducted for the students to help them understand that division is repeated 

subtraction and equal distribution by distributing and sticking the bindis/ 

beads/buttons/pebbles on an A4 sheet.  

 



Subject: Mathematics  

Topic: Multiplication 

Date: 3rd September 2021 

Activity: Factors and Multiples  

An activity was given for the students to help them understand the terms factors and multiples. 

Through this activity, they understood the real life application in their day to day activities. Ex: 

If the plant is a product /multiple, write the factors required for the growth of the plant. Children 

wrote the qualities (factors) that are required to become a good human being (product).  

 

 



 



Subject: EVS 

Topic: Food we eat 

Date: 9th September 2021 

Activity:  Identification of food groups, traditional food of their state and the different 

ingredients used in the food. 

Children procured different food items from their kitchens for the identification of the 

food groups. The students prepared sprout vegetable salad and fruit salad. They shared 

their traditional dish recipe and identified the food groups. It was an overall learning 

and fun-filled experience for the children and the facilitator. These activities enhanced 

their observation skills, identifications skills and the quest for information. 

 

 



Subject: HINDI 

Topic: दूध का रंग    

Date: 13/09/21 

Activity: बच्च ंने दूध देने वाले पशुओ ंका चित्र बनाया और दूध से बनने वाली िीजच ंके नाम चलखे। 

इस गचिचवचध के माध्यम से बच्च ं ने दूध के महत्व एवं मूल्य कच समझा इससे उनकी चियाशीलिा एवं 

रिनात्मकिा का चवकास हुआ।बच्च ंमें पशुओ ंके प्रचि पे्रम की भावना जागृि हुई।बच्च ं ने शरीर के चलए 

आवश्यक ित्वच ंके बारे में जाना । चनरचगी रहने के चलए हमें संिुचलि भचजन करना िाचहए। इस बारे में बच्च ं

ने जानकारी प्राप्त की । 

 



Subject: English 

Topic: Idioms 

Activity: Chart making 

Idioms are used every day during discussions and conversations. Understanding 

them is important for effective communication. The students were assigned to 

make charts on different idioms with their meanings, pictures and they framed 

sentences for the same. They enjoyed the activity and it helped them to 

understand the concept better. 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 



Subject: English 

Topic: Writing Skills 

Activity: Picture Composition 

Every child is an artist. Imagination is the beginning of creation. 

The students were instructed to write about the given picture. This activity required a wide 

range of imagination, creativity, good hold on vocabulary and the ability to sequence all events 

together. It helped the students to develop their creative and observation skills. They took part 

in the activity with enthusiasm.  

 



Subject: Mathematics 

Topic: Highest Common Factor (HCF) 

Date: 6th September 2021 

Activity: Hands-on activity  

An activity was conducted for the students where they were asked to use Bindis of 2 different 

colors on a grid of numbers from 1 to 50 drawn on a paper. The children were asked to find the 

factors of 10 and 20. The children used one color Bindi for the factors of 10 and the other for 

factors of 20. The children observed that few numbers had both the colors of Bindis and 

concluded that these were the Common Factors. The highest number among the Common 

Factors was the Highest Common Factor (HCF). The students enjoyed the activity and 

understood the Concept of Highest Common Factor easily.  

 



 

 

 

 

 



Subject: EVS 

Topic: How do animals increase in number? 

Date: 6th September 2021 

Activity: Lifecycle of a butterfly and frog 

An activity was conducted for the students to help them learn about the life cycles of a 

butterfly and frog. Children used edible ingredients available at home to depict the life 

cycles. 
 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Subject: Hindi 

Topic: िीटंी और कबूिर   
Date: 06/09/21 

Activity: बच्च ंने अपने घर के आस पास पाए जाने वाले पशुओ ंऔर पचियच ंका चित्र बनाया 

और उनके बारे में चलखा। 

इस गचिचवचध के माध्यम से बच्च ंने अपने घर के आस पास पाए जाने वाले पशुओ ंऔर पचियच ं

के बारे में जाना। बच्च ंमें  पशुओ ं और पचियच ंके प्रचि पे्रम की भावना जागृि हुई और पाठ के 

माध्यम से उनमें सामाचजक भावना का चवकास हुआ । दूसरच ंकी मदद करने से स्वयं का भी 

लाभ हचिा है ।पशु -पिी भी पे्रम की भाषा समझिे है । इस बारे में जाना। 
 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Subject: English  

Date: 28th September 2021 

Activity: Scrap book  

Scrapbook is all about crafting and documenting activity.  It involves adding 

photos, memorabilia, journaling, and embellishments. Students chose a moral 

story/folk story and depicted the entire story in a pictorial form. It enhanced their 

imagination and creativity. 
  

 

 

 



Subject: Mathematics 

Topic: Factors and Multiples 

Date: 1st September 2021  

Activity: Finding LCM for 2, 6 and 8 

The students were asked to draw a 10 x 10 grid and shade the multiples of 3, 6 and 8 up 

to 100 by using three different colour pencils. They were asked to observe the colours 

shaded by them and identify the smallest common multiple. This activity helped them 

to understand the concept of LCM better. 

 
 



 

 

 

 



Subject: EVS 

Topic: Our Environment 

Date: 6th September 2021 

Activity: Prepare a pamphlet on one of the topics - Garbage disposal/ Save water/ R’s of waste 

management. Make any one useful item using the things which are considered as waste in your 

house - Best out of waste 

An activity was assigned to make an illustrative pamphlet on the topic of their choice which 

can be used to create an awareness among their family and friends. The students also had to 

make one useful item out of the things which were considered as waste in their house. This 

activity helped them to think creatively and reuse the things considered as waste. 

 



 



 



ವಿಷಯ: ಕನ್ನ ಡ  

ಪಾಠ: ನ್ಮಮ  ಮಾತ ಕೇಳಿ  

ದಿನಾಂಕ: ೩/೯/೨೦೨೧  

ಚಟುವಟಿಕೆ: ಘೀಷಣಾ ಫಲಕ ತಯಾರಿಕೆ  

ನ್ಮಮ  ಮಾತ ಕೇಳಿ ಪಾಠಕೆಕ  ಸಂಬoಧಿಸಿದಂತೆ ಘೀಷಣಾ ಫಲಕ ತಯಾರಿಕೆ 

ಚಟುವಟಿಕೆ ಏಪಥಡಿಸಲಾಯಿತ. ಮಕಕ ಳು ಉತ್ಸಾ ಹದಿಾಂದ ಭಾಗವಹಿಸಿ, ವಿವಿಧ 

ರಿೀತಿಯ ಘೀಷಣಾ ಫಲಕಗಳನ್ನನ  ಚಿತರ ದಾಂದಿಗೆ ತಯಾರಿಸಿದದ ರು. ಮಾನ್ವರು 

ಮತು  ಪಾರ ಣಿಗಳು ಪರಸಪ ರ ಸಹಕಾರದಾಂದಿಗೆ ಸಹಬಾಳೆೆ ಯಿಾಂದ ಬಾಳಬೇಕು 

ಎಾಂಬುದನ್ನನ  ತಿಳಿದರು.  
  

 

   



 



 

Subject: English Literature 

Date: 3rd September 2021 

Activity: Poetic Devices  

Poetic Devices are form of literary device used in poetry. The students enthusiastically 

participated in the activity which made their learning more effective.  

 



Subject: Mathematics 

Topic: Basic Geometric Ideas 

Date: 7th September 2021 

Activity: Parts of a circle 

Hands on experience engrosses every mind. The students made parts of 

circle using sheets. It enhanced their creativity and they enjoyed the 

learning session. 

 

 

 

 



Subject: Mathematics 

Topic: Basic Geometric Ideas 

Date:  2nd September 2021 

Activity: Types of Curves 

Hands on experience engross every mind. The students made many types of curves using 

thread/ribbon. It enriched their creativity. 

 

 



Subject:  Science 

Topic: Getting to know plants  

Date: 5th September 2021 

Activity: Demonstration of various parts of a flower and conduction of water in 

stem. 

Trees play a crucial role in survival of all living beings on earth. 

To understand the concept of conduction of water in stem, students demonstrated 

an activity by immersing the stem of a plant in coloured water and observed the 

change in colour of the stem and veins of the leaves after two days. 

Dissection of Hibiscus flower was shown in the class to get more insight on parts 

of flower. All students actively participated in the above activity by dissecting 

different flowers and identifying the male and female reproductive part in flowers 

and recorded their observation in the form of Herbarium. The students added 

colours to their learning by doing beautiful art work with leaf impressions. 

 

  



Subject: Social Science 

Activity: Playing with the Globe 

Date: 9th September 2021 

The students participated in an activity ‘Playing with the Globe’ to understand the movement 

of the Earth around the sun, the concepts of Equinox and Solstice and got a clear idea about 

the longest day and the shortest day of the year. They appreciated the great architects of our 

country who exhibited the concepts of Day and Night and Equinox in famous temples like Sun 

Temple of Konark and Sree Padmanabhaswamy Temple of Thiruvananthapuram. They also had 

a group discussion on impact of climate change through human activities.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 



Subject: Social Science 

Activity: Let us put an end to Discrimination 

Date: 3rd September 2021 

Activity: Collage making/ Chart Making / Creative Writing/ Digital Presentation/ Storytelling 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 



 

 

 

 

 



 

Subject: Social Science 

Topic: How the State Government Works? 

Date: 3rd September 2021 

Activity: Mock Election 

This activity was aimed to impart awareness to the students about the functioning of 

the state government. The students formed multiple parties, created party symbols, 

declared their candidates for the position of various MLAs, did campaigning by 

creating videos, banners and casted their votes for the candidates of their choice. 

The results were declared and the winners were announced.  

This assignment proved to be successful in creating awareness among the students 

about the manner in which the state government works. 

  

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Subject: Social Science 

Topic: Our Changing Earth 

Date: 28th September 2021 

Activity: Chart Making 

A chart making activity on various landforms created on Earth by various agents 

of gradation like rivers, sea waves, wind and sand dunes was given to the 

students. The activity aimed to appreciate and develop sensitivity towards 

different environments and also to create an awareness of the importance of man’s 

role in sharing with nature and the changes to be made in future. 

 

 



 

Subject: Mathematics 

Topic: Understanding Quadrilaterals 

Date: 2nd September 2021 

Activity: Art integrated activity  - Tessellation 

“Creativity is the secret  sauce to  science, technology,  engineering  and math” 

                                                                                       By Anissa Ramirez, Science Evangelist 

The students used their imagination and creativity to engrave beautiful Tessellation 

patterns. Tessellation is an art in which geometric figures are placed without 

spacing, to create beautiful patterns. Our little Picasos and Timaretes exhibited their 

talents beautifully by using different types of polygons learnt. 
       

 

 



 



Subject: General Science 

Topic: Microorganisms - Friend and Foe 

Date: 9th September 9 2021 

Activity: Comic Strips 

Comic strips help students to visually retell the concepts learnt. Students created 

comic strips about the microbes they had learnt. The life span and its related 

activities of a microorganism was depicted using comic strips. This activity helped 

students to work on their communicative skills, creative thinking and visual 

presentation skills.  

   



पाठ: अपना घर  

 चदनांक: 05/09/2021 

गचिचवचध: अलग - अलग िरह के घरच ं के चित्र एकत्र करके एल्बम बनाना  

किा आठवी ंिृिीय भाषा के छात्रच ंसे करवाई गई चजसमें छात्रच ंने अलग-अलग िरह के घरच ंके नाम चलखकर 

एक एल्बम िैयार चकया। गचिचवचध का उदे्दश्य था छात्रच ंकच घर का महत्व समझाना  और यह बिाना था चक घर 

हमें चकस िरह से सुरिा प्रदान करिा है और चसर्फ  इंसान ही घरच ंमें नही ंरहिे बल्कि पशु-पिी भी घरच ंमें रहिे 

हैं और  सुरचिि महसूस करिे हैं, सुख और दुख में हमेशा साथ रहिे हैं। 

 



 

Subject: Biology 

Topic: Animal Tissues 

Date: 19th September 2021 

Activity: Doodle art  

As an introduction to animal tissues, the students were shown certain images (objects of daily 

use). They had to observe, think and tell about its function and in turn relate it to the body parts 

(tissues) which functions in a similar manner in animals and human (protection, movement, 

transportation, control and coordination). Through this, they could name all the animal tissues, 

understanding its importance and functions very well.   

They presented a doodle art on animal tissues which showcased their creativity and 

imagination. Art and Science complement and enhance each other. Integrating these areas is 

very much necessary for innovation. 

 

 

 



    

 

 

 



Subject: Biology 

Topic: Meristematic tissues 

Date: 1st September 2021 

Activity: Observing and recording the growth of roots in onion 

Growth and development are a very basic sign of any thing which is living. In plants this growth 

happens because of the dividing meristematic tissues. The students observed and recorded the 

same in the onion root tip experiment.  

Confined to their own homes, the earnestness they showed to follow the instructions given by 

the teacher, the skill with which they did the set-up this experiment and the patience they had 

to observe the growth of onion root tips at regular interval is commendable.  

This bunch of Srians and SriSrites is truly driven by never dying enthusiasm and growth mindset.  

This growth mindset within them will help them in future also to find novel solutions to new 

and old problems when the world continues to globalize. At the same time, while the growth is 

happening it is important to be still connected to the roots. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Subject: Chemistry 

Date: 2nd September 2021 

Topic: Studying the properties of true solutions, colloids and suspensions 

Activity: Students of Std IX deduced the properties of true solutions, colloids and suspensions 

by performing the experiment while being in their homes in online class. 

The students prepared the mentioned solutions. They observed the particle nature, 

filterability, homogeneity/ heterogeneity and the behavior of each solution on its interaction 

with light. They actively participated in the discussions that followed and took home the value 

of keeping–  

• Purity in heart 

• Clarity in mind  

• Sincerity in action 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 



Subject: Social Science 

Chapter: Nazism and Rise of Hitler (History) 

Topic: Mapwork - World War 2 

The students learnt about Adolf Hitler and his ambitious run towards ruling over the entire 

world and the destruction it caused to the world community.  

The students located the two parties that participated in the War and the regions that Hitler had 

captured before its commencement that fuelled the war in the first place.  

 
  

 



 

Subject: Chemistry 

Topic:  Chemistry of salts 

Date:  4th September 2021 

Activity:  Take a pinch of any one of the following salts in a stainless spoon 

and introduce it into the blue part of the flame - sodium chloride, baking 

soda, powdered alum, powdered calcium tablets, powdered Epsom salt. 

Observe the colour of the flame. Some metals give characteristic colour to 

the flame. Ex: Sodium salts give golden yellow coloured flame.  

The students identified the different colours produced while heating sodium 

chloride (golden yellow due to sodium), baking soda (golden yellow), 

powdered alum (light violet) due to potassium, powdered calcium tablets 

(brick red colour due to calcium) and powdered Epsom salt (white colour 

due to magnesium). 

The flame identification test was done by Arjun of Std XA with sodium 

chloride and baking soda. 
 

 


